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SCORING INDICATORS SCORE

1. It is about ten O`clock in the night. 1
2. The homeopath was got used to hear the sound every night. 2
3. I had just set up medical practice and my earnings were meagre. 1
4. The homeopath possessed about sixty rupees in his suitcase along

with some shirts and dhotis. He also possessed a solitary black coat
that he was wearing. 

1

5. Meagre 1
6. The sparrow chirp and the moths came once again.

2
7.  moths came once more 1

8. Mavrone, mavrone ! The man has died.
While I slept in the chair. 

           1

9. The moment he realised his mistake he roused his horse out of his 
sleep and rode with little care. 

1

10 ‘Lines  Written  in  Early  Spring’  is  a  typical  example  of  William
Wordsworth’s Nature poem, which shows the deep connection with
man  and  Nature.   The  poem  is  a  subjective  one  in  which
Wordsworth rejoices himself when he sees and hears the sounds of
nature. At the same time he laments thinking what man has made of
man.  The sound of birds and music of woods give much solace to
the poet.  Sad and pensive mood comes to him when woeful/sad
thoughts enter his mind.

   But the poet becomes very distressed and sad when he thinks of
what  man has  done to  mankind and to  nature.   He realises  that
human do all atrocities to humans and nature.  The poem becomes
very much appealing because of the simplicity and sublimity of the
theme the device of personification is very beautifully manifested in
the  poem when he  calls  the  nature  ‘Her’.  We see  alliteration  in
“What man has made of man”.   

6

11 The poem “ The Ballad of Father Gilligan” is a manifestation of the 
benevolence, love of God Almighty.  It is in form of beautiful 
narration of the experiences of  dutiful and devoted priest who has 
an illusion that he has attended the last rituals of a dying man.  
Father Gilligan was much worried about the existing disease which 
laid down so many people around him.  Either half of his flock were
in beds or dead.  Once while he was relaxing in his chair at the moth
hour of the eve.  A poor man from the neighbourhood sent for him, 
he began to grieve.  He has no time for sleep or rest.  He cursed 
himself for being a restless and joyless fellow.  It was sin and 

6
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questioning of God.  The rhyming words are:  day- lay, eve - 
grieve .

12 The mother asked the little girl for one of the apples she was 
holding in her arms.

1

13 after hearing the mother`s question the girl suddenly took  a quick 
bite on one apple , and then on the other.  1

14 The smile on mom`s face frozed. 1

15 take quick judgement. 1

16 The little girl bit both the apples to test which one was sweeter. 1
17 The girl handed over to the mother the sweeter one. 1
18 Narrative  7
19 Write- up 7
20 Description 7
21 Narrative 7
22 Narrative 7
23 Profile of Vaikom Muhammed Basheer 6
24 Letter 6
25 News report 6
26 Character sketch of Mr.John  6
27 Write –up 6
28 Conversation 5
29 notice 5
30 Diary entry 5
31 Paragraph 5
32 Conversation between Ali and Zahra 5
33 Diary entry 5

34 Paragraph 5

35 Prepare a set of five questions 5
36 Paragraph 

5
37 Bob Dylan 1
38 2007 1
39 Mario Vargas Llosa 1
40 Louise Gluck 1
41 The USA 1

42 Louise Gluck 1

43 a) don`t you ?
b) Will you get the scholarship jacket this year? 
c) Why do you think so?
d) Can you pay the amount they demanded?
e) he will give you the money. 
f) complaint to the higher authorities.

6

44 a) turned up 
b) went on 
c) turned down  
d) went for  

4

45 a) by
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b) who
c) physically 

d) themselves 
e) take  

5
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